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Going through Instagram, I noticed that my
mentor and friend, lawyer Mohammad Al-
Sabti, posted a video clip of him playing

“dama” with a friend in the diwaniya. I put the phone
aside and picked a book that speaks about the her-
itage of Gulf countries, to get to know more about
the dama game.  I discovered that the game is not
limited to Gulf and Arab countries, and its origin is
not in the Arabian Gulf - rather it is an international
game, as books and references say dama (draughts)
appeared in early 1100 AD in southern France, then
spread to the rest of the world until it reached us and
became part of the popular heritage of many Gulf
countries. Some people may liken it to chess, though
it is totally different in technique, shape and method,
but it is similar in the basics of “intelligence and
thinking” in the game’s skill.

This is dama, and it has become rare to find some-

one who still cares for it, and motivates our children
to take it as one of their hobbies and become profes-
sional and reach international levels through it. I
remember, for the sake of accuracy and documenta-
tion, that 2011 was the last media focus on dama in
Kuwait through the eighth late Sheikh Yousuf Al-
Saud Al-Sabah Dama Tournament using computers,
under the patronage and presence of Sheikh Ali Al-
Yousuf Al-Saud Al-Sabah. 

After that year, I did not find any information or offi-
cial entity that had direct interests to enrich this not
only popular but international inheritance, bearing in
mind that France, US and Britain still organize dama
championships, and today Abu Yousuf reminds us of it.

A final word: A message to every official. Sport is
not limited to football only, because sports of the
mind are much better than physical ones. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Sports of the mind
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Many preachers and imams usually use poet-
ry in their sermons and lectures to convey a
certain message in a proper and easy way,

which I think is alright as long as the lines serve to
explain the idea and promote good things for the
best of Islam and Muslims. However, some people
use the same method for their own interests and to
promote certain personal agendas. Conversely, you
will have to gladly accept the same from the other
side when it uses the same poems to expose you to
others. 

One of the most famous lines written by the late
poet Ghanim Allumai Al-Enezi explains the virtue of
good deeds and how to tell the difference between
those who deserve them and these who do not. The
poet says: Good deeds are never a waste amongst
real men but they are amongst cats and foxes. With
his wisdom, the poet realizes that good deeds

always pay back when done to real men and that
they would be a waste of time and effort when done
to people who resemble cats and foxes in behavior. 

I will not talk about good men’s benevolence
towards others while we know nothing about it
because they would not like it to come to public.
What I really want to talk about are those ‘cats and
foxes’ who deny the good they received from Kuwait
and are out talking badly about it. Kuwait has been
good to all its citizens with no exceptions, and when
we find some of them deny this and praise other
countries, one should immediately realize these
people are nothing more than ungrateful cats and
foxes. Yet, let us not be unjust to all cats because
many of them are purer and cleaner than those in
whom the good Kuwait did to him and to his folks
before his birth has gone in vain. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Kuwait’s cats 
and foxes
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Crime
R e p o r t

Kuwait police 
captain arrested 

with drugs in Egypt
KUWAIT: A Kuwait police captain was recently arrested at
Hurghada airport, Egypt  with the possession of three bars
of hashish and a large quantity of illicit pills just before
departing to Turkey, said security sources.  The officer, who
had been to Egypt on vacation, seemed so confused while
checking in for the flight and on checking his luggage, air-
port detectives found the drugs. 

Drug overdose

A citizen, who had just been released from prison after
doing jail term in 19 drug-related cases, was recently
found dead at his house, said security sources noting
that initial investigations suggest that the man had
died of drug overdose. A case was filed and further
investigations are in progress.

Strange case

A citizen recently insisted on filing a case when his parrot
flew away, said security sources noting that the man first
asked the police to help him search for the lost bird and
when they told him it was not part of their duties to do so,
he insisted on filing a case accusing unidentified people of
stealing it. The man explained that he had clipped the
wings of the bird, but the feathers grew longer and it fled
out of its cage. 

Vehicle vandalized

A citizen recently filed a complaint accusing a young
man of damaging his vehicle while driving recklessly in
Jahra, said security sources noting that the suspect lost
control and hit the citizen’s parked vehicle before he
drove away. A case was filed and a search is on for the
runaway driver. 

They say new housing
welfare units 
are available! 

Sister thief

A female citizen recently filed a complaint against her own
sister at Sulaibiya police station, said security sources. In
her complaint, the citizen reported that her sister came
over to her house, assaulted her and then left after stealing
her purse with cash money, IDs and credit cards in it. A case
was filed and the sister is being summoned for further
investigation.

I will not talk about good
men’s benevolence towards

others while we know nothing
about it because they would
not like it to come to public. 

Husband assaults wife

An Egyptian married to a non-Kuwaiti recently filed a
complaint against her own husband accusing him of
assault, said security sources. According to case
papers, the husband got very angry when his wife con-
fronted him with photos on his own mobile phone
proving that he had been cheating on her. The woman
said that he brutally assaulted her and filed a medical
report with her injuries. a case was filed and the hus-
band is being summoned for further investigations. 

Juvenile thief

A citizen who had reported that unidentified robbers had
broken open his vehicle while it was parked outside his
house and stole his mobile phone, returned to the police
two days later reporting that a juvenile neighbor returned
the mobile phone claiming that he found it on the ground
near the vehicle. However, on summoning the juvenile, he
confessed that he had stolen the mobile phone with the
help from another neighbor before he felt sorry about it. 

Child drowns in pool

A stateless child recently drowned in a swimming pool
in Kabed area, said security sources noting that the girl
was rushed to a hospital but she arrived dead. 

Mobile store looted

A 22-year-old citizen was recently arrested over charges of
robbing a mobile phone store owned by a female citizen
in Khaitan, said security sources noting that though the
suspect had his face covered on the store’s security cam-
eras, detectives identified him but he still denied it was
him. Further investigations are sti l l  in progress.
Meanwhile, a citizen recently reported to police that his
2013 model vehicle was missing though it was parked
outside the house in Abu Halifa. It was locked and he had
the keys. The incident took place when he left the house
for prayer. A case was filed. —Al-Rai/ Al-Anbaa

ABK adopts KISR 
banking system for 

the visually impaired
KUWAIT: Building on its CSR efforts to support those with
special needs, Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) adopted the lat-
est banking system designed to support the visually
impaired, which has been developed and implemented by
the Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR). ABK hon-
ored KISR by presenting its team with an Appreciation and
Recognition award for developing and completing this life
changing project. 

The new banking system for the visually impaired
allows all banking documents and transactions to be inter-
preted to Braille. ABK has made these documents available
for its customers, which can be collected at the Bank or
delivered for free upon the customers’ request. 

ABK’s decision to adopt this new system comes in sup-
port of the Central Bank of Kuwait’s regulations and more
importantly, in line with the Bank’s Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) strategy, which focuses on supporting
the special needs segment in Kuwait. ABK not only works
towards facilitating the banking needs and offering con-
venience for this segment, but also by raising awareness of
their needs and supporting them on a social level. The
Bank firmly believes in the importance of providing all indi-
viduals with equal opportunities to lead fulfilling lives and
by raising awareness of this segment and supporting relat-
ed initiatives, ABK is on the right path to achieving this.

ABK has implemented this system across all branches.
Furthermore the Bank is fully equipped to service special
needs clients as far as parking, ATM machines, new system
for the visually impaired customers, wheelchair access,
qualified staff with sign language, service area for the
handicapped and special needs clients will have priority in
6 branches, namely; head office, Shaab, Jabriya, Ferdous,
South Subahiya and Qurain. 

KUWAIT: Boubyan Bank recently cele-
brated Eid Al-Adha in a special way
becoming the first bank to promote its
special social initiative ‘Keep Smiling’ at
the Avenues mall. 

Commenting on the initiative,
Boubyan Bank’s first Communication and
Corporate Relations Officer, Qotaiba
Saleh Al-Bassam said that a new
machine, designed in the UK, has been
installed. The machine will look like a

candy vending machine and will react to
the smiles of the bank’s clients. “By facing
the machine and smiling, the machine
could scan face features and in a matter
of seconds could give the clients instant
prizes such as iPhones, iPads or gold
coins,” he explained. 

Moreover, Al-Bassam added that the
bank managers received pilgrims return-
ing home with roses on their arrival at
the Kuwait International Airport. 

Boubyan Bank receives 
pilgrims with roses

KUWAIT: Marking the beginning of the new academic year, Kuwait University yesterday held a special reception for all its teaching staff members. 


